[[alternative]]The Commentary of Meng-Chuang Poetry (II) by 陳文華
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2 ?????? 82? 
3 ??????????????? 57?? 1841? 
4 ??????????????????? 150 
5 ?????????????????????????? 2581 
6 ????????????? 8????????????????? 117 






















































                                                                                                                                                                                          
8 ?????? 99? 
9 ??????????????????  ??????????????? 19-20? 
10 ???????????????? 100?? 4201? 
11 ??????????????????? 643? 7362? 
12  ???????????????????????????1998.12?? 3?? 35? 
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14 ???????????????????????1992.04?? 8?? 370? 
15???????????? 323? 
16 ???????????????????? 69.01???? 
17 ????????????? 1????????? 
18 ???????????????1992.04?? 22?? 1187? 
19 ??????  ???????????????????1986.07?? 265? 
20  ???????????????????1983.09?? 16? 778???????????????????? 
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21 ?????????????????1996.08?? 96? 
22  ?????????????????????1995.04?? 35? 
23 ???????????? 278? 3164? 




























































                                                 
26 ???????????? 540? 6218? 



















































































































                                                 
34???????????? 166? 1715? 
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35 ???????????? 255? 2427? 
36 ?????????????1994.10?? 31?????? 819? 
37 ????? ????????????????????????????? 315? 
38 ????????????????????? 301? 
39 ??????????????????1983.03?? 874? 
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41 ??????????????????1971.05?????? 501-502? 
42 ???????????? 279? 3167? 
43 ????????????????????????1984.03?? 6?? 490? 
44 ???????????????????????1982?? 4?? 288? 
45 ???????????? 28?? 111? 
46 ???????????????1975.06?? 62?? 1661? 
47 ????????????? 56? 
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?? ??????? ????????? ???????????????????
????? 



























                                                 
48 ???????????? 427?? 1047? 
49 ??????????????????????1987.05??? 93? 
50 ?????? 796?? 8346? 
51 ?????? 163?? 1694? 
52 ????????????? 67?? 971? 














































                                                                                                                                                                                          
54 ????????????? 126? 
55 ????????????? 86? 
56 ????????????? 136? 
57 ????????????? 891?? 10068 
58 ????????????? 21?? 280 
59 ????????????? 1???????????????????? 87 
60 ????????????????1991.03?? 138? 














































                                                 
62??????????????????????????1981.03??? 616? 
63 ????????????? 671?? 7665? 












































































































                                                 
66 ???? ???????????????????????????1998.08?? 17?? 589? 
67 ????????????? 540?? 6213? 
68 ??????????????????????????1997.10?? 4?? 261? 





















































                                                 
70 ?????????????????????1987?? 5732? 
71 ????????????? 704?? 8104? 
72 ????????????? 70? 
73 ????????????? 149? 



















































































                                                                                                                                                                                          
78 ????? ???????????????????????1977.10??? 208? 
79 ???????????????????????1988.04????????????? 
80 ????????????? 65? 
81 ??????????? 117?? 3053? 
82 ????????????? 170? 
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